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An Introduction to Citec data
Data is obtained from web scraping of the citec databass. The result is two large datasets of authors and papers
in economics. The data includes 54074 authors and 1046565 papers written in economics.

What are the variables that we know about the authors?
Name
Affiliation
Gender
Years being active
H-index
Total citations
Number of papers
Number of self citations
List of top people the person works with
List of top people the person usually cites
List of top people the person is usually cited by

What are the variables in the papers dataset?
Publication title
Publication author(s)
Year
Journal
Total citations

Some Exploratory Analysis
Trend in production per year

1. Which year is the most productive year of a person in terms of citations on publications published in that
year?

2. How does productivities change over academic lifetimes?
3. How are these trends different for men versus women?



papers %>%  
    filter(name %in% c("Daniel Hamermesh","David Autor", "David E. Card", "Angus Deaton"
)) %>% 
    mutate(citeperyear = publicationcitations/(2018-as.numeric(publicationyear))) %>%  
    group_by(name, publicationyear) %>% 
    summarise(cite = sum(publicationcitations)) %>% # or replace it with citeperyear 
    arrange(publicationyear) %>%  
    ggplot(aes(as.numeric(publicationyear),cite)) + 
    facet_grid(rows = vars(name)) + 
    geom_smooth(se = FALSE, method = "loess", span = 0.5, size=0.8)+ 
    labs(x="Year", y="Number of Citations/Year for Manuscripts Written in a Speciic Yea
r")

## Warning: Removed 2 rows containing non-finite values (stat_smooth).



Citation per year for women
gender avgcite

female 5.4

male 12.2



How do men compare to women in citing other female authors?
gender avg

female 15.5 %

male 14.3 %

How do men compare to women in share of citation to oneself?
gender avgselfcite

female 11 %

male 7.2 %

Institutions that have the highest citations
## # A tibble: 20 x 2 
##    affiliation                                                         sum 
##    <chr>                                                             <dbl> 
##  1 Harvard University                                               315267 
##  2 University of Chicago                                            283613 
##  3 University of California-Berkeley                                170737 
##  4 New York University (NYU)                                        168404 
##  5 Columbia University                                              167815 
##  6 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)                      160984 
##  7 Stanford University                                              159370 
##  8 World Bank Group                                                 141882 
##  9 International Monetary Fund (IMF)                                131847 
## 10 Princeton University                                             110745 
## 11 University of Pennsylvania                                       100506 
## 12 Federal Reserve Board (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserv…  79098 
## 13 Oxford University                                                 79008 
## 14 University of California-Los Angeles (UCLA)                       78952 
## 15 Harvard University (50% share)                                    78196 
## 16 London School of Economics (LSE)                                  72757 
## 17 European Central Bank                                             66340 
## 18 Yale University                                                   61569 
## 19 Boston University                                                 59589 
## 20 Toulouse School of Economics (TSE)                                58631

Distribution of authors by their h-index in different institutions
## Picking joint bandwidth of 4.12




